STAT6 deletion converts the Th2 inflammatory pathology afflicting Lat(Y136F) mice into a lymphoproliferative disorder involving Th1 and CD8 effector T cells.
Mutant mice in which tyrosine 136 of linker for activation of T cells (LAT) was replaced with a phenylalanine (Lat(Y136F) mice) develop a lymphoproliferative disorder involving polyclonal CD4 effector T cells that produce massive amounts of IL-4 and trigger severe Th2 inflammation. Naive CD4 T cells can themselves produce IL-4 and thereby initiate a self-reinforcing positive regulatory loop that involves the STAT6 transcription factor and leads to Th2 polarization. We determined the functional outcome that results when Lat(Y136F) T cells differentiate in the absence of such STAT6-dependent regulatory loop. The lack of STAT6 had no effect on the timing and magnitude of the lymphoproliferative disorder. However, in Lat(Y136F) mice deprived of STAT6, the expanding CD4 T cell population was dominated by Th1 effector cells that triggered B cell proliferation, elevated IgG2a and IgG2b levels as well as the production of autoantibodies. In contrast to Lat(Y136F) mice that showed no CD8 T cell expansion, the CD8 T cells present in Lat(Y136F) mice deprived of STAT6 massively expanded and acquired effector potential. Therefore, the lack of STAT6 is sufficient to convert the Th2 lymphoproliferative disorder that characterizes Lat(Y136F) mice into a lymphoproliferative disorder that is dominated by Th1 and CD8 effector T cells. The possibility to dispose of a pair of mice that differs by a single gene and develops in the absence of deliberate immunization large numbers of Th cells with almost reciprocal polarization should facilitate the identification of genes involved in the control of normal and pathological Th cell differentiation.